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Episode 48

Gosh.. Having a child is so hard sometimes… The other day I had to take him to the pedia-

trician and I asked my husband to go with me. So, I got the kid in the stroller like I always do 

and then I checked to make sure I had everything I needed. Well, it took me a while 

because I had no idea where I’d left his pacifier and then, all of a sudden, Harry started 

throwing a tantrum… He wouldn’t stop screaming and he was just so mad at me, he kept 

saying he didn’t want to go...

Well.. You’ve got to be patient. He’s only a toddler...

What? No! I’m not talking about my kid, I’m talking about my husband! He didn’t want to go. 

He wanted to stay home and watch the game!
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Pediatrician - The other day I had to take him to the pediatrician.

• Is a pediatrician a doctor who deals with children or adults?

• What’s the oldest you can be to go to the pediatrician?

• How often do you take your kids to the pediatrician or how often would you go to the pedi-

atrician when you were a child?

Stroller - I got the kid in the stroller like I always do. 

• What does a child do in a stroller? Stand, sit or lie or their back?

• Does a stroller have wheels?

• Who pushes the stroller, the child or the parents?

• Does your kid  like sitting in the stroller? At what age did you stop using a stroller?

Pacifier - I had no idea where I’d left his pacifier.

• What does a kid do with a pacifier? Do they lick it or suck on it?

• What is a pacifier used for?

• Does you kid take the pacifier? Did you take it as a baby?

Throw a tantrum - Then, all of a sudden, Harry started throwing a tantrum...

• Who normally throws tantrums? Children or adults?

• And if a child is throwing a tantrum, how are they usually feeling? Angry or happy?

• If a child is throwing a tantrum, are they angry for a short period of time or for a long time?

• Does your kid throw tantrums sometimes? What about when you were a kid? Did you use 

to throw tantrums?

Toddler - You’ve got to be patient. He’s only a toddler...

• Which is younger? A toddler or a baby?

• Can a toddler walk?

• Which do you think is harder? Taking care of a toddler or taking care of a baby? 


